
A near-perfect “Barber of Seville” masks a mess backstage at Milan’s Teatro alla Scala 
 
It wouldn’t be far off to call the Teatro alla Scala’s latest production of Rossini’s legendary “The 
Barber of Seville” a machine-like vision of perfection. 
Just like the massive and detailed revolving set piece, the cast moves in a studied rhythm, hitting 
mark after mark with practiced grace and singing their beloved and well-known roles with an 
exacting precision that would almost be soulless — almost, because the evening comes off so 
stunningly, wonderfully well. 
And despite the chaos that looming funding cuts, employee strikes and the last-minute 
substitution of Michele Mariotti as director after his predecessor abruptly quit in early July, the 
production is almost casual in its constant presentation of quality and charm. 
In mounting such a delightfully cheery and nearly flawless production, La Scala brings a simple 
and easy truth to the stage: opera buffa is about having fun, and that’s what the evening is about. 
After all, “The Barber of Seville” isn’t heavy on plot — a young couple in love must foil an only 
slightly unsavory guardian with the help of a jolly local barber, which they of course are able to 
do — and is remembered for its beautiful, joyful musical score, which Mariotti’s poised 
orchestra brings to springing life. 
From the very first notes of the iconic overture, it is clear that Mariotti is in full control of the 
orchestra and his talented cast of singers, despite his late arrival to the production. 
The cast has few real flaws, and is notable for the friendly and pleasing way in which it is able to 
team up in true comic buffa form. 
In the title role, Franco Vassallo sings a cheery Figaro, refusing to let the well-known nature of 
his character to dominate his performance. His famous opening “Largo al factotum” aria seemed 
tired at times but was an audience favorite. 
The American bel-canto tenor Lawrence Brownlee was a remarkable Count Almaviva, bringing 
an intensity and power to the romantic and comical role. His late Act II love aria was a stunning 
achievement. 
The supporting cast was equally delightful, including a subdued and lovely Giovanna Donadini 
as beleaguered servant Berta and the wonderful Alexander Tsymbalyuk as clueless Don Basilio. 
But the true star of the production is Joyce Didonato as Rosina. Watching her move across the 
stage and hearing her remarkable voice, it is no wonder that this witty young woman is the 
source of all dramatic conflict in the work. Every number she sang was a triumph, including her 
brilliant interpretation of “Una voce poco fa” in Act I — which received one of the loudest and 
most sustained applauses of the evening.  
La Scala may be plagued by messy union struggles and funding strife backstage, but if its latest 
version of “The Barber of Seville” is any indication, it has no problems on the public side of the 
house.  
In staging a simple, traditional version of Rossini’s classic, they brought a winning work to life 
in a delightful and charming fashion. 
Bravo bravissimo! 


